Senatus MANUAL
A jim pinto Game

Veni Vidi Vici

Overview
It is 100 A.D. Emperor Trajan, one of
Rome’s greatest generals, quickly
expands the Empire through
military conquest.
He has ruled for two glorious years.
The Senate is largely perfunctory,
but those in power still seek the
Emperor’s favor in order to push
their own agendas.
This game is about the power elite
who bend Trajan’s ear and rule
Rome from the shadows.
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Overview & Objective

Objective
In Senatus players are members of a secret cabal
attempting to control the Senate from behind the
scenes. By manipulating the system, passing Bills
that improve their status, and gaining Inﬂuence over
the city’s Factions, the players gain control over
various aspects of Rome. At the end of the game, the
player with the most extensive power structure wins.
Throughout the game players take various actions
to impact three different portions of the game board
to accumulate Victory Points. Players can control
the Emperor’s Favor, the Senate, and the various
Factions of the game. Players also need to manage
their Corruption. Generally, players take only one
action per turn, but various cards and tokens can be
used to gain additional actions.
At three different times during the game, Recess is
called and Victory Points are tallied. Players have
very little time to amass a power structure before the
game is over.

Components
x9

x3

White Cubes:
Used as a Round token, Faction Track
tokens, and as automatic “Yes” votes
on Bills.

Black Cubes:
Used to block spots 6, 11 and 15 on
the round track for a shorter game.

Player Aid

x6
x1

x30

Inﬂuence Cubes:
180 in 6 player colors.

Victory Point Disc:
6 in 6 player colors.

Legions:
This card is for
the Soliders
who go to war.

x1

x40

Orator:
This card is
given to the
starting player,
the Orator.

x1

Support Tokens:
Used to allow extra actions during
play or as Victory Points during
scoring.
Max of 6 per player.

Components
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Cards

Faction Cards
Bill:
Proposals before the Senate that will
pass or fail based on how the players
place their inﬂuence.

x30

x25

Senators:
Incumbent Senators, along
with new Selectmen who
rival them, vie for power in
the re-envisioned Senate.

each

Rider:
If the Bill passes, then the Rider will
inﬂuence the Faction Tracks.

Hidden Agenda:
Goals that create end game scoring
opportunities and asymmetric game
play.

x30
each

Will of the Senate:
Punishments handed out by the Senate
for poor behavior.
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Card Types

x30

Corruption:
For the corrupt and innocent
alike.

x30

Emperor’s Favor:
For those who please and
displease the Emperor.
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x30
each

Sceleratus:

Artifex:

Plebians:

Mercator:

Augurs:

Scolaris:

The criminals
that are found
in all walks
of life in
Rome. They
hold great
power, but the
Corruption
they bring is
even greater.

The working
class, the
builders of
Rome. They
hold sway over
the standing
of the other
Factions.

They include
the lowest rank
of peasants
and slaves. Due
to this, they
go unnoticed
as they move
between
Factions.

The merchants
of Rome, the
buyers, seller,
and traders.
Their support
is second to
none in the
great city.

They are your
salvation.
They speak
with the Gods
and interpret
their will. They
can make you
a Senator and
remove you
just as fast.

The educated
elite, but being
smart does
not prevent
your death at
the end of a
sword, so they
are very good
at pointing
fingers and
misdirection.

Faction Cards
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1

12

16

2

Plebeians

17
3

7

15

Artifex
Augurs

12

8
5
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1

Starting point on the Victory
Point Track

2

Influence Change Point on the
Corruption Track

3

Senator deck

Board

Recess
Round

Mercator

4

6

Factions:

Sceleratus

18

Recess
Round

Scolaris

9

14
11

10

4

Senator cards, face up

5

Bill deck

6

Rider deck

7

Hidden Agenda deck

10

Senate Seats for
4 to 6-player games

8

Will of the Senate deck

11

Corruption Pool

9

Senate Seats for
5 or 6-player game

13

13

Faction Decks

14

Faction Tracks

15

Emperor’s Favor Box

16

“Yes” Vote Pool

17

“No” Vote Pool

18

Round Track

Recess
Round

Round 0

Board
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Core Concepts
Inﬂuence Pool
Influence and Influence cubes will be used interchangeably
throughout the manual and on game components.
Influence is limited. When a player runs out of Influence cubes
(because they are all in play), they cannot allocate any more
Influence. For instance, actions that would give a player more
Influence on a Faction would fail.
Unless a player needs to remove Influence to put it on the
Corruption Track or in the Corruption Pool, Influence cannot be
removed without a game Effect or action directing it.
Any Influence that is removed from the board returns to the
player’s supply.
NOTE: If a player runs out of Influence from their supply, they may
always take a Remove Influence action on their turn to reclaim
Influence from the board.

Hand Limit & Used Cards
There is no hand limit. Players may keep their cards secret. If they
are forced to discard a card(s), the player who is discarding chooses
which to discard. Cards once played are out of the game unless a
game effect brings them back.

Order of Resolution
All cards resolve top to bottom, left to right. When resolving
multiple icons on a card, resolve each icon or Effect completely
before moving on to the next. If dealing with multiple cards, fully
resolve each card in the order they are played. See pages 15 & 16
for how to resolve Faction cards and pages 17 & 18 for resolving
Senator cards.
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Core Concepts

Corruption

Card Wording

Players start the game with 0 Corruption. When
a player first gains Corruption, they place 1 of
their Influence cubes on the Corruption Track
based on the Corruption gained. This cube
becomes their Corruption Track token.
If a player with 0 Corruption gets an Effect
that causes them to “gain 2 Corruption,” then they move up the
Corruption Track and place 1 of their Influence cubes on the “2”
spot. Later, if an Effect is “-2 Corruption,” then a player is losing 2
Corruption and goes down the Corruption Track. If a player goes
down to 0 Corruption, their Influence cube on the Corruption Track
goes back to their supply.

If an Effect on a card reads, “Move one Influence from one Faction to
another,” then it may be anyone’s Influence. If the Effect is, “Move one
of your Influence...,” then it must be the player who played the card
whose Influence is moved.
If an Effect on a card reads, “…selects X other player(s)…” it is someone
other than the person resolving the Effect. If the card reads “…X
player(s)…” then it can be any player including the person resolving
the cards Effect, the key word is other.
If an Effect reads to do something at “any point,” then a player may
reveal and play the card for the Effect as soon as the condition is met,
even out of turn. The card is then discarded out of the game.

Influence Change Points

These -/+ points on the Corruption Track
indicate that 1 Influence cube will either be lost or gained by a
player if crossed.
If any are crossed after gaining Corruption, 1 Influence per
crossing is moved from the player’s supply to the Corruption
Pool. If crossed after losing Corruption, 1 Influence per crossing
is moved from the Corruption Pool back to the player’s supply.
If a player needs to place one of their Influence cubes to the
Corruption Track or Pool and their supply is empty, they remove
one from a location where they have Influence. If a location doesn’t
contain any of their Influence, they check the next location. An
Influence is taken in the following order: first from the Emperor’s
Favor Box, then a Senate Seat, then their choice from any nonSceleratus Faction.”

Scapegoat
Scapegoating causes a player to lose Corruption on the Corruption
Track and then they choose another player to gain the same amount.
This is usually 1 to 3 points depending on what is indicated on a
card. A player cannot gain more Corruption than the other player
loses through this action.

Orator
The Orator for a set of rounds is the player with the most Influence
in the Emperor’s Favor Box. During each Recess Round a check is
made to determine if there is a new Orator. The Orator will be the
first player for each round and will resolve the outcome of the Bill
and Rider if they passed.

Turn Order
Turn order always starts with the Orator and goes clockwise to the
next player. This applies to game play, card Effects, voting, and
anything else related to multiple effects triggering a the same time.

Faction Tracks
Each Faction has a track to measure its ever-changing strength.
When an game effect requires an adjustment to a Fraction track,
adjust that track up(+) or down(-) by the number indicated. These
tracks scale from -4 to 15. No Faction can ever exceed 15 or go
below -4. If any action would cause a Faction Track to exceed these
limits, stop at the upper or lower limit.
NOTE: The Sceleratus faction does not have a track.

Ties
In most aspects of the game, ties nullify benefits or punishments.
If two or more players tie for first or last place, the effects of
those places on those spots do not occur. For instance, two tied
players with the most Corruption won’t receive a punishment for
having the most, but if one player has the least, then they do get
their benefit. This extends to Corruption, the Emperor’s Favor Box,
Faction control, Senate Seats, and even Victory Points (VP).
To control a Faction, a player must have the most Influence in that
Faction. If two or more tie, none has control and neither gains VP
for Faction control.
To control the Senate, a player must control the majority of Senate
Seats based on the Influence placed by all players. If two or more
tie, none has control and all players gain the same amount of VP (6
VP + 1 per Senate Seat they control).

Core Concepts
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Set Up
1

Place the board in the middle of the table.
Place the Support tokens within reach of all
players.

2

Each player takes a set of Influence cubes
and VP disc of a color of their choice.

3

Each player places their Disc
on the “5” space on the Victory
Point (VP) Track.

4

5

6

Shuffle each of the decks
separately and place them
face-down on their corresponding spaces on
the board.
Draw 3 Senator cards and place one face-up
on each of the Senator card spaces (denoted
with the red sash). Add one Support token to
each Senator.
Draw the top card from the Bill and Rider
decks placing the card face-up on top of their
respective decks. These will be the pending
Bill and Rider.
The bottom right of the Bill shows the
automatic number of “Yes” votes. Place
white cubes equal to this number in the “Yes”
Vote Pool on the board.
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Set Up

Round 0
7

Place a White Cube as a Faction Track
token on the “5” space of each of the
Faction Tracks.

Place a white cube as the
8 Round token on the circular
space below the “1” on the
Round Track.
(Optional) If playing a short game,
place a black cube on spaces I, VII,
and XII to block them as they will
not be used in the shorter game.
Deal three face down Hidden Agenda
9 cards to each player. Each player must
secretly select one
Hidden Agenda card to
keep face down in their
player area. If a player
wants to keep a second,
they must gain three
Corruption. Players may
look at their Hidden
Agendas at any time.
Discard any unwanted
cards from the game.

10

Give each player one Player Aid.

11

(Optional) Place the Legions card
next to the board.

(Optional) If playing with the
and
Emperor’s
Favor deck, shuffle each deck
separately and place them face-down
next to the board.

12 Corruption

NOTE: When playing a 5 or 6-player
game, all the Senate Seats are used,
including the five red background
seats. In a 3 or 4-player game, do not
use these five Seats.

Select one person at random to be the first player.
Starting with the first player, then going clockwise,
each player places one of their Influence cubes onto
the board either in a Faction of their choice, an empty
Senate Seat (no two players may have Influence on the same
seat), or into the Emperor’s Favor Box. This continues until
each player has placed five Influence cubes. The player
who placed the most Influence in the Emperor’s Favor Box
becomes the Orator. If there is a tie, determine randomly
among those tied who becomes the Orator.

1

2

The Orator immediately gains one Support token and
must adjust one Faction Track by +2 or -2. The Orator
then reads the pending Bill and Rider aloud.

Each player now draws a number of cards from each
Faction deck equal to the amount of Influence the
player placed in the corresponding Factions. This
forms the player’s starting hand.

3

Spent Influence remains on the board (either on Factions,
Senate Seats, or in the Emperor’s Favor Box) until an Effect
or rule permits them to be removed.
NOTE: Round 0 is the only time in the game that a player
may freely place Influence cubes on a Senate Seat or in the
Emperor’s Favor Box without a card or action specifically
granting it.

Game Play
Each round starts with the Orator advancing the Round token
up one space. If the round is not a Recess round (those after
rounds VI, XI, and XV), starting with the Orator and proceeding
clockwise, each player takes one action.
On a player’s turn, after they have resolved their initial action,
they may choose to spend one of their Support tokens to take
ONE additional action. Players may only take a maximum of
two actions.
Once all players have taken their actions the Orator begins
a new round, with play continuing in this way until a Recess
round is hit. A Recess round will then be played and the board
will be scored. The game ends after the third Recess round
and scoring.”

Support Tokens
Support tokens serve two functions: to allow
extra actions during play or as Victory Points
during scoring.
On a player’s turn, they may spend one (and only
one) Support token to gain an additional action
that round. The spent token is discarded to the general supply.
Unused Support tokens are tallied during each Recess round.
Each Support Token is worth 1 VP in the first Recess round,
2 VP in the second Recess round, and 3 in the final Recess
round. Players retain their tokens, do not discard them.
A player may never have more than six Support tokens unless
granted by a card Effect. If an action would cause a player to
have more than six Support tokens, the extra tokens are lost
and stay in the general supply.

Round 0
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Actions

Contact a Faction
Place Influence

1

Call in a Favor

2

Contact a Faction

3

Control a Senator

4

Remove Influence

5

Subterfuge

During their turn, a player
must choose to do one
of 5 available actions. A
second action is possible
with a card Effect or by
spending 1 Support token.
A player may never take
more than 2 actions on
their turn.

Call in a Favor
Play a Faction Card

A player plays one Faction card from their hand for its
Effects, which are resolved from top to bottom, left to
right. Resolve one Effect before moving on to the next
Effect.
When played for its Effect, ignore any Faction Icon(s) in
the upper left corner of the card.
Used cards are discarded and are out of the game.
They do not reshuffle if a deck runs out.
Faction card and their possible Effects, see page 15
Example of this action, see page 21.

Control a Senator

Subterfuge

Buy a Senator

A player contact any Faction. Faction support depends
upon how much Influence a player has over a specific
Faction.
A player selects one Faction and places one or two
of their Influence cubes from their supply onto it, or
selects two Factions and places one Influence cube
on each. The Influence remains on the board until
some game effect removes it.
The player then draws one Faction card for
each Influence cube placed in this way from the
corresponding Faction deck. The cards do not enter
the player’s hand and may not be seen by the player
until they have completed their turn and play has
passed to the next player.
Faction cards should be kept hidden in the player’s
hand.
IMPORTANT NOTE: A player only gains cards when
placing Influence on a Faction using this action or
a card Effect says to gain a Faction card. A player
does not gain cards when cubes are moved by them or
another player to another Faction. Nor does a player
receive cards if a card Effect says to gain Influence on
a Faction.
Example of this action, see page 21.

A player takes control of one face up Senator card by
matching the required Faction Icons on the upper left. They
discard Faction cards from their hand for the Faction Icon(s)
(no Effects on the cards resolve) that, altogether, match
those on the Senator. Multiple Faction Icons on one Faction
card may be used to meet the requirements. Non-used Icons
are lost.
After gaining control the player resolves the card in the
following order: card text, Flag Icons, then Corruption. They
then gain the one Support token on the card.

A player discards Faction cards from their hand that show
two matching Faction Icons to perform only one of the
following five actions.
NOTE: Any time when using Faction cards for their Faction
Icon, ignore everything else on the card including all Flag
Icons, Effects, and Corruption.

EXTORTION

Once resolved the Senator card is discarded from the game.
The player then replaces it with a new face up Senator from
the Senator deck and puts a Support token on it.
Senator card and their possible Effects, see page 17.
Example of this action, see page 23.

Remove Influence
A player removes up to two of their Influence cubes from any
place on the board (except the Corruption Track or Corruption
Pool). These cubes are placed back into the player’s supply.
The player may then discard any number of Faction cards
from their hand to remove more of their Influence from the
board on a one-for-one basis, with the same restriction of
none being from the Corruption Track or Pool.

BRIBERY
Adjust one
Faction Track
+2 or -2.

FAVORS

Reduce your
Corruption by 3.

NEPOTISM
Gain 2
Support tokens.

Place 2 of your
Influence on 1
EMPTY Senate
Seat.

REBELLION Scapegoat 2 Corruption.
Reduce your Corruption by 2 and increase the
Corruption of another player of your choice by 2 on
the Corruption Track.

Example of this action, see page 24.

Example of this action, see page 22.
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Actions

Actions
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Recess Round Details
1

2
3

4

Take one action.
Starting with the Orator, then proceeding in
turn order, each player may take one action
at the cost of gaining 3 Corruption. Support
tokens may not be used for an additional
action.
Final action.
The Orator MAY take one final action at the
cost of an additional 6 Corruption.
Players MUST remove Influence.
Starting with the Orator, then proceeding
in turn order, each player must remove 1 of
their Influence from any Faction of their
choice except the Sceleratus. If a player has
no influence on any of the Factions, they do
nothing.
The Orator resolves the vote.
The Bill and Rider cards both pass if there are
more “Yes” votes than “No” votes between
the two Vote Pools; ties are considered fails.
If they passed, the Orator reads the Bill and
decides how the text is resolved. The Orator
then adjusts the Faction Tracks according to
the Rider. If they fail, no Effects occur.
Pass or fail, remove all automatic “Yes” votes
and return all Influence in both Pools to their
respective players. Discard the Bill and Rider
from the game, draw one card from both
decks, place them face-up on their respective
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Recess Round Details

decks, and have the Orator read the new
pending Bill and Rider. Place the number of
automatic “Yes” votes indicated by the new
Bill in the “Yes” Vote Pool.
Determine the new Orator.
5 The player with the most Influence in
the Emperor’s Favor Box becomes the
new Orator.
If there is a tie, the player among them with
the lowest Corruption becomes the Orator.
If there is still a tie, the player among them
that is closest in clockwise turn order to the
current Orator becomes the new Orator (with
the current Orator being closest, then the
player to their left, and so on).
The Orator gains 1 Support token and MUST
adjust one Faction Track of their choice +2
or -2.
If the current Orator remains the Orator for
the next round, they also gain 3 VP.
Corruption and Emperor’s Favor Decks
(Additional) If playing with the Corruption
deck and/or Emperor’s Favor deck, the
Orator draws and resolves one card at a time
from each deck, starting with the Corruption
deck. These decks may be used in addition
or instead of steps 1 & 2 of scoring. For more
information on these decks, see page 19.

6

Score the Board
Hidden Agenda Cards (Final Round)
Skip this step unless it is the final Recess
round. Starting with the Orator then
proceeding clockwise, each player reveals
and resolves all of their Hidden Agenda cards
in the order they choose.

7

8

Score the Board. See next page.

Draw Hidden Agenda card.
Starting with the Orator, then proceeding
in turn order, each player draws and
secretly looks at one Hidden Agenda card
from the Hidden Agenda deck. They MAY
keep it by gaining three Corruption and then
placing it face-down in their player area.
Discard any unwanted cards from the game.

9

Draw Faction cards.
Starting with the Orator, then proceeding
in turn order, each player chooses one
Faction where they have Influence and draws
a card from the corresponding Faction deck.

10

If a player does not have any Influence on
any Factions, the player gains two Support
tokens instead.
Replace Senator cards.
Discard all face up Senator cards from
the game and replace with three new
ones from the Senator deck.
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The board is scored in the following order:
Emperor’s Favor:
If step 6 of the Recess round is
performed, you may choose to skip
this step.

1

The player with the most Influence in
the Emperor’s Favor Box gains 5 VP. The
player with the least amount (including
zero) loses 4 VP.
If there is a tie for most, none among
those tied gain VP. If for least, none
among them lose VP.
Corruption:
If step 6 of the Recess round is
performed, you may choose to skip
this step.

2

The player with the most Corruption loses
5 VP, plus 4 VP per cube that they have
in the Corruption Pool. The player with
the least loses no VP. All other players
lose 4 VP per cube that they have in the
Corruption Pool.
If there is a tie for most or least, no one
is considered to have the most or least,
respectively. Those tied default to losing
4 VP per cube that they have in the
Corruption Pool.
Example of Corruption scoring, see page 25.

End of Game
Senate Seats:
The player who controls the most Senate
Seats gains 15 VP. All other players with
Influence on any Seats gain 6 VP. If no one has
the most (no ties), all players with Influence on
any Seats gain 6 VP.

3

In addition, players gain 1 VP per Senate Seat
they control.

The player with the most Victory
Points at the end of the third Recess
round wins the game.
If there is a tie, the player with the
least amount of Corruption among
them wins.
If there is still a tie, no one wins and
Corruption overtakes Rome.

Sceleratus:
The player who controls the Sceleratus
Faction gains 8 VP and all other players
with any Influence in Sceleratus lose 5 VP. If no
one controls the Sceleratus (no ties), all players
with Influence in the Sceleratus lose 5 VP.

4

All Other Factions:
Check each Faction one at a time. The
player with the most Influence in a
Faction gains or loses (-) VP based on the value
where the Faction Track token is located on the
corresponding Faction Track. If no one controls
the Faction (no ties), no one gains or loses VP.

5

6

Legions Card:
(Additional) If playing with the Legions card,
socre it now. For how to score, see page 20.

Support Tokens:
Each player scores VP for each Support
token in their possession. Support tokens
are worth 1 VP each in the first Recess, 2 VP in
the second, and 3 VP in the final Recess round.

7

Senatus can be a long game. If the
players would like to shorten the game,
we suggest having 12 rounds instead
of the normal 15.
To make this adjustment, place a black
cube on the spaces marked for rounds
I, VII, and XII, and skip those rounds.
As such, a shortened game has the
following: a round 0, 5 normal rounds,
the first Recess round, 4 normal
rounds, the second Recess round, 3
normal rounds, and then a third and
final Recess round.

Score the Board
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Faction Cards

Flag Icons
Faction Cards

Faction cards are resolved top to bottom, left to right.
A player can choose to use the cards in one of two ways:
1. The player uses the Faction Icon(s) in the upper left corner to take either the
Control a Senator or Subterfuge actions, ignoring everything else on the card.
2. The player takes the Call in a Favor action, ignoring the Faction Icon, and
plays the card for its Effects. The player first resolves each Flag Icon, if present,
one at a time from left to right. Next the player resolves the card text. Finally,
they gain or lose Corruption based on the amount shown in the Corruption Icon.
Any played Faction cards are discarded out of the game unless an Effect brings
them back.
Faction symbols on the back of the cards are never used as an Effect, and there
are no hand limits for Faction cards.

Faction Icon

If present, the Faction Icon(s) will be the same as the
corresponding Faction deck from where the card was drawn.
The exception is the Sceleratus deck as cards may have
Faction Icons from all the other Factions.

There are 0 to 2 Flag Icons on a Faction card and 1 to 3 on a Senator card.
From left to right, Flags must be completely resolved before doing the next.
White backgrounds are OPTIONAL. Black background are MANDATORY.

Senate Seat

OPTIONAL
The player must be
able to place the
indicated number of
their Inﬂuence onto one
EMPTY Senate Seat. If
all Senate Seats in play
are full, the player may
use their Inﬂuence to
remove another player’s
Inﬂuence from 1 Seat
at a one-for-one basis.
This action may cause
the seat to change
control or be left empty.

Cast a Vote

OPTIONAL
For each Senate Seat
that a player controls,
they may place 1
Inﬂuence
into
the
Vote Pools. If a player
controls 5 Seats, they
may place up to 5
total Inﬂuence. The
Inﬂuence may be split
between both Pools. For
instance, 3 in “Yes” and
2 in “No.

Emperor’s Favor

OPTIONAL
The player places 1 of
their Inﬂuence in the
Emperor’s Favor Box.

Resolve the Vote

MANDATORY
The Orator immediately
counts the “Yes” and
“No” votes for the
current Bill and Rider.
If they pass, the Orator
resolves the Effects on
the cards, starting with
the Bill. If they fail, no
Effects occur. Either
way, perform the same
actions as in step 4 of
Recess Round Details
(removing/returning
all votes in both Pools,
discard the old Bill and
Rider, draw, reveal and
read the new ones, and
place automatic “Yes”
votes).

Will of the Senate

MANDATORY
When resolving a Will
of the Senate Icon,
draw and resolve 1 Will
of the Senate card.
If multiple Will of the
Senate cards are going
to be drawn, reveal and
resolve the first before
moving on to the next.

Corruption Icon

By using the Call in a Favor action, the Corruption Icon shows
the number of Corruption that the player will gain or lose on
the Corruption Track. It’s possible for a Corruption Icon to have
a number followed by a “*”, such as “2*”. This means that the
player activating the card would gain 2 Corruption and may
gain more if they choose to activate the additional condition
on the card.
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Faction Cards

Flag Icons
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Senator Cards

Other Card Types
For a player to claim a Senator card, they must take the Control a
Senator action.
The cost to bribe the Senator is any Faction Icons visible on the upper
left of the card. A player takes control of one face up Senator card by
matching the required Faction Icons. They discard Faction cards from
their hand for the Faction Icon(s) that, altogether, match those on the
Senator (none of the Effects on the cards resolve). Multiple Faction
Icons on one Faction card may be used to meet the requirements. Nonused Icons are lost.
It’s possible for a Senator card to have no Faction Icons. This means
that the Senator is free and no cards need to be discarded to claim it.
For the card on the left, a player must discard Faction cards that, in
total, show the Faction Icons for at least one Artifex, Plebeians, Augurs,
and Scolaris.
After gaining control the player resolves the card in the following order:
card text, Flag Icons, and then the Corruption. They then gain the one
Support token on the card.
Once resolved the Senator card is discarded from the game. The player
then replaces it with a new face up Senator from the Senator deck and
puts a Support token on it. If the deck is empty, then there are no more
Senators available.

Rider

Bill

Bills are resolved by the Orator.
They will pass if there are more
“Yes” votes then “No” votes at
the time the Bill is resolved.
Bills are resolved in the Recess
rounds or if a card with a
Resolve the Vote Flag Icon is
played.

Riders are attached to their
Bills so they pass or fail
together. If passed, the Orator
will adjust the Faction Tracks
up(+) or down(-) according
to the number below the
Faction Icon. If a Faction is
not represented on the card,
it’s Faction Track token doesn’t
move.

Will of the Senate

Hidden Agenda

Hidden Agendas are kept
secret by the players either
until the end of the game, for
scoring, or if a player chooses
to reveal one, if allowed by the
card text.

When a Will of the Senate Flag
Icon is revealed, the player
that triggered it must draw a
Will of the Senate card. These
are mandatory and must be
resolved before the rest of
the Effects on the card that
activated the action may be
continued.

Support Token

All Senator cards come with one Support token.
The Support token may be used the same turn it
is received to take a second action. A Player may
never have more than 6 Support Tokens unless a
card Effect allows it.
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Expansions
EMPEROR’S FAVOR and CORRUPTION
The Emperor’s Favor and Corruption deck are optional. You may
play with either or both decks as you see fit. There are two ways
to play with these decks. Whichever way everyone decides to
both decks must be decided before the game begins. Only one
way should be done throughout the entire game, switching rules
between Recess rounds is not allowed.
The kinder, gentler way is that the cards are used instead of the
bonus and penalty assigned in step 1 & step 2 during the Score the
Board section of the Recess round.
The Roman way is that the cards are performed as an additional
bonus and penalty during the Recess round and before performing
step 1 & step 2 during the Score the Board section. In this version,
first one Corruption card is drawn and resolved, and then the same
is done with one Emperor’s Favor card.
The cards have two halves. For the Emperor’s Favor card, the
upper half affects the singular player with the most Influence in
the Emperor’s Favor Box and the bottom half affects the singular
player with the least.
For the Corruption card, the upper half affects the singular player
with the most Corruption and the bottom half affects the singula
player with the least.
As always, ties for most or least will negate their Effect respectively.
So two tied players with the most won’t receive the Effect from the
upper half of the card, but if one player has the least then they do
get their Effect.

LEGIONS
When a player chooses to not use a Support token for a
second action on their turn, they may choose to recruit
a Legion. To do so, a player then places one of their
Influence cubes onto the Legions card. Influence placed
on the Legions card cannot be removed with the Remove
Influence action and can only be removed during a Recess
round.
During every Recess round, for every 1 of their Influence
that they placed on the card, a player earns 1 Victory
Point.
In addition, the player with the most Influence on the card
(ties cancel this effect) must draw and reveal the top
card from the Sceleratus deck. If the deck is empty, they
may draw and reveal one from any Faction deck of their
choice that has cards. For each Will of the Senate Flag
Icon on the card, the player must draw and resolve one
Will of the Senate card as normal. If no Will of the Senate
Flag Icons are on the card, the player earns 3 additional
Victory Points. Return the drawn card to the bottom of its
respective deck.
After resolving the Legions card, all Legions disband. All
Influence cubes on the card return to the supplies of the
participating players.

In some cases, a player may need to retain the card in front
of them as a reminder of an ongoing ability.
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Influence
On their turn the Blue player chooses to take the Contact a Faction
action. They decide to place 2 of their Inﬂuence cubes split between
2 Factions, 1 on the Augurs and 1 on the Plebeians. They then draw
1 card face-down from the Augurs Faction deck and 1 face-down
from the Plebeians. Both cards stay face-down next to the player
until they ﬁnish their turn and play has passed to the next player.

Start
of Turn

End
of Turn

Used

Activating the card text next, the Blue player must move 3 of
anyone’s Inﬂuence cubes from the Mercators to the Plebeians (if
the Mercators had fewer than 3 Inﬂuence, the player moves as
much as they can). The Mercators have 3 of the Purple player’s
Inﬂuence, 4 of the Yellow player’s, and 2 of the Blue player’s.As they
must move 3, the Blue player chooses to move 2 of their Inﬂuence
plus 1 Yellow Inﬂuence cube to the Plebeians in order to make the
Purple and Yellow players tied on the Mercators. Neither the Blue
or Yellow players gain Plebeian Faction cards for Inﬂuence being
added to the Plebeians as this was not a Contact a Faction action.

Start
of Turn

End
of Turn

Used

Near the end of the game the Green
player wants to take control of the
Sceleratus on a future turn, but they
only have 1 Influence left in their supply.
As they don’t have enough Influence to
win the Plebeians Faction (4 Influence
to the Blue player’s 6), they decide to
take the Remove Influence action.

The Blue player decides to spend a Support token to take a second
action. They decide to Call in a Favor in order to play one of their
Faction cards. They play the card “Inﬂation.”
Going from top to bottom, left to right, the Blue player ﬁrst ignores
any Faction Icons on the card (this card has none). They then check
the Flag Icons. They choose to resolve the optional Cast a Vote
Flag and wish for the current Bill and Rider to pass during the next
Recess round. Since they control 5 Senate Seats, they may place
up to 5 of their Inﬂuence, but they choose to place only 3 in the
“Yes” Vote Pool.

Remove Influence

Gained

The Green player removes 2 of their
Influence from the Plebeians and returns
them to their supply.
In addition, as they don’t find 3 of
their Faction cards useful, they decide
to discard 2 of their Faction cards to
remove 2 more of their Influence from
the Plebeians. The third they discard
to remove 1 Influence from one of
the Senate Seats they control, as
they believe it will still be safe with 2
Influence left. The discarded cards are
removed from the game.
The Green player chooses not to spend
a Support token and ends their turn with
6 Influence cubes in their supply.

After the Yellow player checks the Corruption Icon and gains 1
Corruption, they end their turn. This allows them to now put the
two gained Faction cards into their hand and look at them.
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Control a Senator

Subterfuge
Gained

The cost to bribe Paris is 1 Faction Icon each from the
Artifex, Mercators, and Augurs. The Red player discards
the Faction card “Connections” for the 1 Artifex Icon and
“Blackmail” for the Mercators and Augurs Icons (remember
that if “Connections” had a second Faction Icon, it would be
lost). These two cards are removed from the game.

For the Yellow player’s turn, they first take the
Call in in a Favor action and play the Faction
card “Purging.” Due to the mandatory Will of
the Senate Flag Icon, they immediately draw 1
Will of the Senate card. “Restructuring” forces
the Yellow player to discard 1 of their Hidden
Agenda cards from the game, their choice.
They then discard the Will of the Senate card
from the game.

Next the Red player resolves the card text on the Senator.
They choose 3 Senate Seats and remove 1 Inﬂuence from
each, returning 1 Inﬂuence to the Green player and 2 to the
Blue player.

As the Faction card text has no additional
effect, the Yellow player moves on to the
Corruption Icon. They lose 5 Corruption and
move down the Corruption Track from 16 to 11.

The Red player chooses to take the Control a Senator action
to take control of one of the face -up Senator cards, Paris.

The Red player decides to resolve the optional Senate Seat
Flag Icon. As all the Seats have Inﬂuence on them, they may
remove Inﬂuence on a one-for-one basis up to the amount
listed on the Flag, 3 in this case, on 1 Seat. The Red player
takes 3 of their Inﬂuence from their supply to represent the
cubes they could place. They place 1 of their Inﬂuence back
into their supply to remove 1 of the Blue player’s Inﬂuence.
As the middle Seat is now empty, the Red player places their
remaining 2 Inﬂuence onto the Seat.
Finally, the Red player gains 2 Corruption from the Corruption
Icon. They move their Corruption Track token up 2 spaces
on the Corruption Track from 13 to 15.
After gaining the Support token on Paris, the Red player
passes on using it this round, as they want it to count for
VP during the next Recess round, and ends their turn.
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Start
of Turn
Middle
of Turn
End
of Turn

Used

Using a Support token, the Yellow player then
chooses to take the Subterfuge action. They
discard two Faction cards showing 2 Plebeian
Faction Icons to take the Scapegoat action (if
there were any other Faction Icons and Effects,
they would be ignored). The Yellow player lose
2 Corruption, moving their marker from 11 to
9, while choosing the Blue player to gain 2
Corruption, moving them from 12 to 14.

Start
of Turn

Used

End
of Turn

By moving past an Influence Change Point while
losing Corruption, the Yellow player moves 1 of
their Influence cubes from the Corruption Pool
to their supplyand ends their turn.

Examples
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Corruption

Activate
Before

The Sceleratus cards “Abduction” and “Back Alley
Deals” use the wording, “Activate the ability of 1
visible Senator.” This is different than the normal
Control a Senator action. When a player “Activates”
a Senator, they ignore the Faction Icons and
only perform the card text of one of the face up
Senators on the board. They do not activate any
other part of the card (Flag Icons, Corruption) or
get the Support token. The Senator and its Support
token stay in play on the board.

The
players
have
reached
Corruption scoring during the
first Recess round. The Green
player has 19 Corruption, Blue
has 12, and Purple and Red are
tied with 8.
The Green player has the most
Corruption and loses 5 Victory
Points, going down from 17 to
12. Then lose 4 Victory Points for
their 1 Influence in the Corruption
Pool, ending at 8 Victory Points.
As the Purple and Red players
have canceled the effect for
having the least Corruption (to
lose 0 VP), Purple and Red join
the Blue player in losing 4 Victory
Points for each Influence they
have in the Corruption Pool. The
Blue player loses 4 Victory Points,
going down from 18 and ending
at 14 Victory Points. Purple and
Red have no Influence in the
Corruption Pool and stay at 15 and
20 Victory Points, respectively.
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Activate vs Control
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We must protect the good
name of the smith. Of the
bricklayer. Of the mason.
Of the butcher. Knowing
a craft is not enough.
Only membership in the
Artifex is an assurance
that a master is at the
helm of the ship, or the
end of the work being
done.
— Caias the Veteran

Artifex

Augurs

The Artifex started as a loose federation of master craftsmen who were tired of
immigrant laborers claiming to know how to do a trade — and who clearly didn’t.
Shoddy buildings made with shoddy materials fell on enough people to teach
Romans not to trust their homes in the hands of immigrants.

The Augurs are not a single church, but a collection of oracles from all over the
Empire. Any soothsayer — from haruspices to oracles, templars to pontiﬁces
— can divine directly or indirectly through state-controlled methods. The
entire collection of mediums receives messages through the interpretation of
arrows, clouds, eggs, entrails, stars, or even the way a chicken walks to its food.
Such divination methods are a science and not an art, and answer important
questions about the gods’ displeasure.

As the years went on, membership in the Artifex grew. No longer was it a small
club of dedicated workers with iron in their belly. Now it was a force to take
grievances to the Senate. Now it was a group worthy of recognition. And if the
leadership would ignore them, they knew how to grind work to a halt.
And that’s exactly what they did.
Their ﬁrst ‘strike’ happened on a brutally hot day when the people of Rome
wanted nothing more than to buy fresh meat and goods from the shops, only to
ﬁnd the Artifex had shut down nearly one third of the city. If the people wanted
food or services, they would have to pay for them. If the leadership wanted a city
that ran smoothly, then they would have to recognize the power of the Artifex.
They now had a seat at the table and that table would wobble without their
support.
Soon, meetings with Senators were commonplace and few would make a move
without making sure the Artifex had been heard on the subject of aqueducts,
roads, public works, and so on. Schools would not be built without an Artifex
engineer to oversee it. Or an Artifex mason to put two stones together.
By 100 A.D., the Artifex’s power was rival to that of the Augurs or Scolaris, pitting
their new-found authority against the brightest in the city.

However often you may
have done them a favor,
if you once refuse, they
forget everything except
your refusal.
— Pliny the Younger

Indirect messages come in the form of omens through the gods themselves, and
these too were more science than art, leaving the oracle with the responsibility
of advising senators and people of power. These warnings could spell doom for
the Emperor, or the Empire itself. And those who heed the warning of Roman
mediums can advance in society. Those who ignore them, seal their own fate.
But not every message from the Augurs is heard. Thus, a body of mediums with
political power needs to be established. One can ignore the voice of a single
astrologer. One cannot ignore the voice of a consortium channeling auspices
and warning against the falling of the sky.
Like any group, the Augurs have their fair share of corruption. The closer they
get to the Emperor, the more is at stake. If a purposeful misreading of an omen
ensures that a diﬃcult person close to Trajan is removed from power, so be it.
Rome is more than one person. Rome is better than a single voice of selﬁsh
power rallying against the wants of the people.
Unless that voice is an Augur.

Maybe the Empire.
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A shoe that is too large is
apt to trip one, and when
too small, to pinch the feet.
So it is with those whose
fortune does not suit them.
— Quintus Horatius Flaccus

Mercators

Plebeians

The trade of Rome is extensive and intricate, employing thousands of men to
keep track of taxes and every other manner of mercantilism. While it may be
said the might of Rome is its legions, those legions need to be fed and that
food passes thru the hands of the Mercators. All goods that ﬂow in and out
of Rome go through their hands.

Where the Artifex are the working class of Rome, the Plebeians are the lowest
rank of peasants. Made up of slaves and those too “commonly” to be of any
value to the great image of Rome, Plebeians are generally disregarded and
ignored. While they once held power, the great might of Rome is so vast, their
power to negotiate and demand equality has faded.

The intricate, complex, and extensive accounting of trade is conducted with
the abacus. The use of Roman numerals is ideally suited to the counting
of currency and the tallying of measures. While some may employ scales
of questionable balance, it is a wise merchant that knows the value of a
returning customer.

But the voice of the people remains important. One can only ignore the
Plebeians for so long before everything starts to crumble. The city can still
grind to a halt if the Plebeians wish it. Knowing this and understanding this,
keeps the city moving.

With Senators and their sons being banned from conducting trade, the
second-highest order of citizens control the commerce, arguably the most
powerful arm of Rome. The Mercators are not some strong-armed cabal,
however. There are no clandestine meetings or conspiracies to control the
throne with gold. Rather, each merchant family controls its portion of trade
ﬂowing through the Empire and use that inﬂuence over the various aspects
of the city to get what it wants. These acts became so brazen, the merchants
become infamous for their inﬂuence over the empire. It is rumored that even
the intractable Trajan could be bought. Romans lived under the weight of
believing the highest echelons of Rome were beyond their reach and those
people could crush them through economic might.

Vox Populi, Vox Deorum
“The Voice of the people is
the voice of the gods”

Power brokers who honor the people will go far.
The Plebeians are a special faction, if one can even call them that. They lack
organization and generally do not mobilize until they absolutely have to. When
things are good, there are no complaints and the people focus on their work.
Trajan’s numerous public works projects have soothed the peasants. For
now. But when things are unwell, their general discontent with the Emperor is
palpable. And the city suffers in kind.
Those who support the Plebeians generally have any corruptive acts ignored
and washed away through the sway public opinion. As such, Plebeians appear
above the normally corruptive powers of the senate and Emperor.

And they were probably right.
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If you must break the law,
do it to seize power: in all
other cases observe it.
— Julius Caesar

Sceleratus
Every act, every deed, every transaction impacts itself upon the soul. There are
those that in search of power may look beyond the right and moral to the ﬁelds
of dishonor and deceit. The soul once white as the pure snow becomes dyed
with the color of its thoughts.
Unlike most factions, the Sceleratus do not operate as a ‘functioning whole,’ but
rather as an abstract idea of the lengths people will go to in order to seize power.
Certainly, there are criminals and people working behind the scenes to make
things happen — assassins who will take a life for a price, or scandalmongers
who will gladly speak ill of the dead in order to foment dissent. But none of that
makes the Sceleratus an organization. The Sceleratus are no faceless stranger
living in a far-off land. They walk among us, wearing a mask which looks like all
our faces.
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Sceleratus

Scolaris
Education. Philosophy. Science. All the tools of an enlightened society stemmed
from the work of the Scolaris. Anyone could claim their faction provides for
Rome. The Artifex provide labor and work. The Mercator bring coin and goods.
Even the Augurs provide a noble spirit. But none of them bring the joie de vivre
of life itself. Books, plays, and even art stem from the hallowed halls of the
Scolaris.

To be ignorant of what
occurred before you were
born is to remain always a
child.
— Cicero

Or they did.
Generations ago the Scolaris stood for the noble ideals of the city. But not
anymore. Now Rome is beset by corrupt scholars seeking position and
notoriety. Lost are the ideals of a noble truth or the pursuit of knowledge. Today
the Scolaris teach tired old lessons while chasing the titles and prestige of a
morally bankrupt powerful ruling class.

Merely knowing or consorting with the types of people who would harm another
Senator openly meant a person was corruptible. Any group who managed to
oversee and control the shady dealings would beneﬁt both personally and
ﬁnancially from such arrangements. Pretenders who sought to unseat the
criminal enterprises often got caught up in the storm and found themselves
prosecuted, dispossessed, or worse.

Certainly, there are some who still teach the truth and seek a more enlightened
Rome. But those scholars are few and far between. No longer does the
collegium of philosophers and astronomers add to their library of knowledge.
In fact, rumors abound of deans and professors who sell off scrolls to the
city’s enemies in order to line their pocket. One story even concludes that one
researcher has purchased a permanent seat inside the Senate, though that
couldn’t possibly be true. Could it?

“If I become like you, then how can I live with all the things I’ve done?”

Some speculate that the Scolaris aren’t long for the Empire. It’s only a matter
of time before they are self-consumed by their own short-sightedness. Others
believe in an age of corruption this is the only way for the collegium to survive
into the next era of Rome, whatever that looks like. In either case, without a
moral compass, the Scolaris are just another facet of Rome, thirsty for power.

Scolaris
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Senator positions were for life.
In Trajan’s time there were over
500 senators.

Senate & Orator
In 100 A.D. Trajan ruled over the largest expanse of the Roman Empire
that would ever exist. His public works projects had no equal and, within a
generation of his death, the Roman Empire fell into decline. The Senate at
this time had no real power, other than to act as advisors to Rome’s greatest
Emperor. Their voices lacked real authority and their Senatus Consulta acted
more as input than as legislation. These decrees lacked legal weight, so
people obeyed them out of practice rather than through authority. This did
not stop them from voting and arguing over laws with the hope of inﬂuencing
the Emperor.
The senate’s truest power lies in its ability to release funds from the treasury.
Here is where the senate’s role is truly felt. While the Emperor oversaw
the day-to-day operations of Rome’s great works, the Senate worked on
assembling power for itself through bribes, kickbacks, and glad-handing — in
addition to the occasional appointment of consul allies in outlier provinces.
But for Trajan, all of this was meaningless. The Senate’s power existed
through tradition and inertia more than anything else. People jockeying for
power could only share the smallest sliver of the proverbial pie.

Oratory, The art of effective public speaking was prized in Rome. It was
respectable for families to send their children off to be taught this vital skill.
To know multiple subjects, to have a wide-ranging vocabulary, and to speak
with proper diction was something to be envied. In private spaces, such as
the courts, or in public at a forum, having to give a speech or argue one’s
position occurred often. To sway the opinions of others and bring about
change was the prestige that the greatest of Orators sought.
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